Diksha Conference Call
 Date:   Saturday, September 29, 2012
        Start Time:     10:00 AM Eastern Daylight Time
        Dial-in Number: 1-218-936-4700
        Participant Access Code: 92912 (for remembering, its the date of the
call Sep 29 2012)

Introductions
Nishant, Astitva, Prasoon, Kritika, Priya, Suman, Vinod, Gautam

Some ideas and highlights from the conference call:

Looking for ideas to share assignments and course material, over LAN - we urge people experienced in this area to suggest how to go about it.
Structuring the already existing educational content available with Diksha– the first priority, before designing more content.
Hamari Boli to be used to translate Khan Academy videos into Hindi.
Suman to look at the Khan academy videos and filter some videos that portrayed inaccurate information.
Figure out if Hubzero and blogger can be used as a platform for sharing and support educational activities.
Diksha to test Astitva’s program and see it is helpful, and, if so, he may come up with some more.


Introduction to Diksha by Gautam: Started 2010, 
Going forward towards Tablet education, Contents + demographics seamlessly merge, develop a whole work flow around how to use tablets and online content, 
Astitiva: what specific teaching material that you are looking for?
Gautam: Math, English, Hindi and Computers. Develop content around that. Content management system, say a blog?. 
Nishant: 100 kids, after-school center, Std 1 to Std 5, lot of them do not understand English a lot, 4 computers, 2 tablets, 1 instructor, 
Khan Academy, Wiki, Digital Study hall content. Help needed on how to combine all of them that would be useful for the kids. How about HubZero, as suggested by Gaurav? Want to do something similar. Blogger is a content management software. Hamari Goli : Khan academy translation in Hindi. Need to do mapping of content and how to manage them? Each kid can have tablet in hand and study? HP Touchscreen. HubZero is good at sharing assignments etc. How to map tablet and webcontent so it is useful for kids.
Gautam: Bandwidth is not good, so we are looking for offline content as well.
Suman: Present Curriculum?
Gautam: We follow NCERT and State Board. Have to make up for bad quality school education. Support them in whatever is taught in school + somethings Diksha thinks that the kids need to be taught. 
We have full time instructors. (but quality of instructors has to be made up by content).
It could be supplemental if teacher is fine, but will be primary if teacher is not up to the mark.
We have already downloaded most of the Khan academy videos.
Suman: Interesting apps to make exams.
Nishant: But we need to combine all the interesting content for different demographies. (Demography matching is the key)
Gautam: Want to develop a open source platform.
Astitva: Content is already there + content that would be developed. Made .exe for arithmetic learning. We want to know whether it would be useful or not. We can help in developing specific content (for specific learning areas) + we can help in compile content that is already available. 
Nishant: Content + Management + How to effectively use a network sharing/offline content software like HubZero etc from a server in a shared manner. 
Need something like blackboard, probably offline, Network sharing.. not internet only LAN server.  
Suman: How about DC++?
Nishant: Can you help us in implementing that or blogger/HubZero etc?
Suman: What sort videos that you already have?
Nishant, Gautam: Will share the links from Khan Academy etc. www.khanacademy.org. Downloaded all the relevant content. Diksha is already using it.
Prasoon: Teacher training?
Gautam: We started Manzil, free 10 day training. But have to follow up with Rishi valley. Waiting for feedback about Manzil. 
Prasoon: Khan academy content have some issues with fundamentals. Have you faced any factual problems with Khan videos?
Gautam: We have not started using the videos extensively. We were not aware that could be issues.
Prasoon: I will send the links of some issues.
Nishant: Khan Academy is just supplemental. Not primary content. 
Vinod, Kritika: Focus on the implementation and content management.
Priya: Blackboard?
Nishant: HubZero, talk with Gaurav? You could discuss and see what the right software for us and how we go about doing this? How to install, maintain etc?
Priya: There are people at Purdue who can help us in this. 
Prasoon: For content: Astitiva would send the .exe he made. Please let us know if there are any specific areas where learning tools/content is needed. We can work on that as well.
Suman: Will look at Khan Academy videos and check some of the content. 
Gautam: Laurence, Asha Intern. Was a wonderful learning experience for the kids. Will contact her for sharing a report about her experience.
Nishant: Thanks for Asha's support. Please feel free to contact me for any questions. 
Prasoon: Sure, we will connect everyone. Plan for a Google + hangout in October on a Saturday night (US time) i.e. Sunday morning Indian Time.
By next conference call we can discuss ideas for the content management software implementation and any new specific content that they require..

Action Items:
1. Discuss among Asha Purdue for the content management system (Hubzero, Blackboard, Blogger etc?) and develop procedures for installation and implementation 
2. Feedback about Astitiva's arithmetic program and help from Astitva, Suman and others on specific new learning tools/content requirement from Diksha
3. Communicate to Diksha about any fundamental flaws in any specific Khan Academy Videos.
4. Plan Google+ hangout with kids on a Saturday night (US time)/Sunday morning (India time) in October after fall break.







